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Dear Colleague, 

    Undoubtedly you’ve heard all the commotion around Voice over IP (VoIP) Telephone systems and 

how it’s the “next big thing.”  You have probably heard about all of the benefits that a VoIP 

system can provide to you, but VoIP may not be for everyone.   There are several factors that 

you should seriously consider before committing to a Voice over IP system. 

     That’s why we wanted to set the record straight and provide business owners and executives a 

simple, easy to read report that would explain what Voice over IP (VoIP) is, how it can (possibly) 

help their business and if so, what you need to know in order to make good decisions about 

choosing which vendor you choose. 

     Why “possibly?” Because a VoIP telephone system is NOT a good fit for every company; and if 

you don’t get all the facts or fully understand the pros and cons, you can end up making some 

expensive decisions that you may regret later. 

     That said, for some clients, VoIP telephones can actually lower their communications costs by 

20% - 50%.  It can greatly improve the ability for remote workers to connect to the office and 

clients, simplify their telephone bills and genuinely solve a number of communication problems 

that they’ve been trying to work around for years.  

     So which are you? By the end of this report you’ll know, or at least have a much better 

understanding. Of course, we are always available as a resource for a second opinion or quick 

question. 

Please feel free to contact my office directly.  Either I or one of my VoIP-Certified Engineers can 

clarify any points made in this report or even set up a VoIP demonstration for you to evaluate first 

hand. 

Dedicated to serving you, 

 

Fred Reck 



5 Critical Facts You Must Know 

Before Installing a New Telephone System 

     In this report I’m going to talk about 5 very important facts you need to know before you 

consider a VoIP telephone system for your company. This includes: 

1. What VoIP telephony is. 

2. The pros AND cons of this technology. 

3. The various types of VoIP options you have (there is more than just one). 

4. Answers to important, frequently asked questions you need to know the answer to. 

5. What questions you need to ask your IT pro before letting them “sell” you on moving all or 

part of your telephone systems to VoIP.  

     At the end of this report there is an invitation for you to request a Free VoIP Readiness 

Assessment to determine if  Voice over IP is right for your business. I encourage you to take 

advantage of this before making any decisions since we’ve designed it to take a hard look at the 

functionality and costs for you as a business and provide you with the specific information you need 

(not hype) to make a good decision about this technology. 



What Is Voice over IP? 

     Wikipedia defines Voice over IP (VoIP, abbreviation of Voice over Internet Protocol) as 
“the communication protocols, technologies, methodologies, and transmission techniques 
involved in the delivery of voice communications and multimedia sessions over Internet 
Protocol (IP) networks, such as the Internet.” 

    But what the heck does that mean? 

 A Voice over IP System converts the analog voice signal to a digital signal, breaks the signal 
into small data packets then uses your data network and the Internet to deliver the call.  On 
the receiving side, this process is reversed – the data packets are put back together, and 
converted back into an analog signal so you can hear it. 

Pros and Cons Of Moving To VoIP 

Pros of VoIP: 

 Lowered telephone costs. This is probably the single most compelling reason why 
companies choose to move their telephone systems to VoIP. Not only do you save 
money on line charges, but often in long distance charges as well.  In fact, we save 
our clients an average of 20% to 50% when we move them to VoIP telephone 
systems.   
 

 Ability to easily change system settings. With traditional PBX telephone systems 
of the past, if you wanted to make a change to your phone call routing, add an 
extension or even adjust who’s telephone rings when, you would need to call a 
telephone system professional.  They couldn’t adjust the system remotely, so there 
was often an onsite service charge.  With modern VoIP telephone systems, changes 
are as simple as logging into a website and selecting the options you want to modify.  
Changes can be made in several minutes and can often be made by the end user. 
 

 Built in Disaster Recovery/Business Continuity for your communications 
systems. Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity is a complex topic when it 
comes to ensuring that every piece of your business can continue to operate in the 
event of a disaster.  With all of the recent news regarding natural and man-made 
disasters, businesses are constantly asking us how long it would take to get their 
operations “back to normal” if their office was damaged or even if they couldn’t 
make it to their office for several days. 

With VoIP telephone systems, a business can ensure that their clients can contact 
them even if the business is destroyed or if there is an extended power outage.  VoIP 
systems can be configured with emergency call routing that automatically kicks in if 
the office system is not reachable.  In the event that your office telephones are not 
available (destroyed or otherwise non-functioning) the system can be pre-
programmed to deliver calls to an alternate telephone number such as a cell phone. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communication_protocol
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voice_communication
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multimedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_Protocol
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_Protocol


If the business needs to operate from a temporary/emergency location, new 
equipment can be configured and set up quickly for “business as usual” – clients will 
never know they are calling or receiving calls from an alternate location.   

 VoIP Systems often have many more features than even the most advanced 
traditional phone systems. With today’s VoIP systems, you can connect remote 
offices, transfer calls to employees working from home or cell phones, and even 
monitor your telephone systems from your desktop computer.   

Voicemails can be delivered to your email system, allowing easy management and 
the ability to save/store the message into different software systems. 

Features such as “Find me/Follow me” ™ allow calls to your office extension ring 
multiple telephones, home or cell phone and even back to your voicemail.   
Modern VoIP systems are so flexible, in fact, if you can imagine a process for your 
incoming calls, it can probably be accomplished!  

Cons of VoIP: 

 The Internet going down. While you can mitigate this risk by using a commercial 
grade Internet connection and maintaining a second backup connection, there is a 
chance that you’ll lose Internet connectivity, making it impossible to use the office 
telephones while the Internet is down.  
 

 Upfront cost of equipment and infrastructure. Since Voice over IP is an entirely 
different technology from your traditional telephone system, you will need to 
replace some or all of your telephone equipment.  In addition, your telephones will 
now work over Ethernet cable, so you may need to have some additional network 
connections installed at your office if they do not already exist. 

Usually these upfront costs can be rolled into your monthly bill while still reducing 
your overall monthly cost, but this should still be considered when evaluating your 
choices. 
 

 Call quality may sound different. VoIP telephone calls are compressed and 
delivered digitally.  Because of this, some users notice a difference in the way the 
calls sound.  Choosing better telephone equipment and quizzing your VoIP provider 
on how they handle “Quality of Service (QoS)” are ways to minimize this issue. 



Different Types Of VoIP Architecture Explained: 

In-House VoIP (Premise based) 
 An In-House VoIP system is used in businesses that have the money to purchase the 

phone system outright and set up and maintain it to handle all of incoming and outgoing 
telephone calls. In-House VoIP systems require the purchase of the PBX router, as well as 
dedicated servers and Internet connections to handle all of the needs of the business and the 
telephone system. With an In-House VoIP system, the initial investment is more costly, because 
equipment must be purchased and set up, but the benefit over the long term is complete 
company control of the phone system and no monthly fees, as the equipment and service 
belong to the business. 

 
Hosted VoIP 

 Hosted VoIP is generally used for newer businesses with fewer resources that may also 
be uncertain as to their future phone needs or their growth. Hosted VoIP involves subscribing 
to a service that provides and maintains the phones and hosting equipment such as servers, 
and that charges a monthly or semi-annual fee based on usage or a predetermined contract 
period. Hosted VoIP has the advantage of future flexibility, but the disadvantage of a monthly 
payment and essentially leasing the equipment rather than owning it. 

 
Hybrid VoIP (Blended Architecture) 

 Hybrid VoIP is, as the name implies, a mix between hosted and premise VoIP that brings 
the benefits of both systems.  Providers offering this type of VoIP service will install a PBX 
router on site, and also offer all of the features of a hosted solution.  This provides users with an 
end-to-end, fully managed and monitored system that often uses  the least amount of Internet 
bandwidth. A Blended Architecture puts resources where they make the most sense. Features 
and functions which require heavy-duty storage or processing power are housed at the hosted 
data center. The critical voice application is managed on the customer's premise using the PBX.  
This architecture allows the provider to better control both ends of the call, and to ensure 
optimal Quality of Service (QoS.) 

 

FAQs About VoIP, and Internet Connectivity 

Question:  What if my Internet connection goes down for an extended period of time? 

Our Answer: While this is a valid concern, we overcome it in the following ways for our VoIP 

clients:  When it makes economic sense, we advise our clients to maintain two individual Internet 

connections.  If one Internet connection were to fail, the system will automatically “fail over” to the 

secondary connection, with zero loss of connectivity.  Properly configured, this redundant system 

will also work for your data and PC Internet connection.  This leverages two Internet connections 

for all of your Information Technology needs.   



For our Clients that choose not to invest in two separate Internet connections, we set up a call 

routing failover that delivers the incoming calls to a different connection such as a cell phone and at 

the very least, voice mail.  Since all calls are handled from the redundant hosted data centers, 

incoming calls are never lost. 

Question:  Do I have to purchase new hardware (desktop telephone systems, PBX system) to 

implement VoIP? 

Our Answer: Yes, but the cost of the equipment can be rolled into the monthly service plan while 

often still saving money on monthly bills.  The best part is that the equipment is covered under 

warranty for as long as you own the system, and any failed equipment is replaced in 24 hours at no 

extra charge! 

Question: How are you able to save 20%-50% off of traditional monthly telephone service? 

Our Answer:  Our integrated architecture enables the typical customer to cut their phone bill up to 
50%. Our customers save money in several ways: 
 Decreased monthly expense with minimal cash outlay 
 Pool phone lines across multiple locations to save money 
 Call bursting makes sure callers never get a busy signal 
 Incredibly low long distance rates 
 Competitive toll free and international rates 
 Free Unlimited Voice Mail that forwards to email 
 Free conferencing capabilities 
 Free interoffice calls 
 Low International Rates 

 



Critical Questions To Ask Your VoIP Consultant BEFORE 

Letting Them Install a VoIP System (or touch your 

computer network!) 

Q1: Who will handle the transition from the existing telephone provider to the new VoIP 

service?  

Our Answer: Believe it or not, one of the most stressful parts of transitioning to a new telephone 

provider is dealing with the phone companies!  Business clients do not want to worry about any 

potential loss of calls during the transition and they do not want to wait hours “on hold” just to 

cancel their old service. 

Your VoIP consultant should offer to handle the entire transition on your behalf.  In addition, they 

should offer to review the bills from your old provider to ensure proper billing and that everything 

is properly transferred to your new telephone service.  

Q2: Do their technicians have data network expertise and certifications or are they just 

“telephone guys?”  

Our Answer: Voice over IP systems often run on the same data network and Internet that your 

business computer systems run on.  Before anyone makes changes to your data network or installs 

additional services (VoIP) onto your network, be sure they document and understand your current 

systems to avoid any unexpected business interruptions. 

Q3: How do they ensure that your local network and Internet connection is sufficient to 

handle VoIP before requiring upfront payments, installing equipment and making changes 

to your current telephone service?  

Our Answer: Let’s face it, installing and changing telephone providers is a potentially disruptive 

process.  Any VoIP provider should do thorough “due diligence” before even suggesting any changes 

be made. 

Our VoIP Certified Engineers to a complete VoIP Readiness Assessment on your current network 

infrastructure including a 48 hour Internet Quality Test to ensure your current Internet connection 

will provide crystal-clear call quality.  Your network must pass all of these checks before they will 

install a single piece of equipment. 

Q4: How quickly do they guarantee to have a technician working on an outage or other 

problem?  

Our Answer: Anyone you pay to support your telephone service should give you a written SLA 

(service level agreement) that outlines exactly how telephone issues get resolved and in what time 

frame. I would also request that they reveal what their average resolution time has been with 

current clients over the last 3-6 months. 

They should also answer their phones live from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. and provide you with an 

after-hours emergency number to call if a problem arises, including weekends.  



If you cannot access your voice service because the Internet is down or due to some other problem, 

you can’t be waiting around for hours for someone to call you back OR (more importantly) start 

working on resolving the issue. Make sure you get this in writing; often cheaper or less experienced 

consultants won’t have this or will try and convince you it’s not important or that they can’t do this. 

Don’t buy that excuse! They are in the business of providing support so they should have some 

guarantees and standards around this they share with you.  

Q5: What’s your plan for transitioning our telephone systems to VoIP and to minimize 

problems and downtime? 

Our Answer: We run both telephone systems during the transition and don’t “turn off” the old 

service until everyone is 100% confident that everything has been transitioned and is working 

effortlessly. You don’t want someone to switch overnight  without setting up a test environment 

first.  

 

Q6. Do you provide a money back guarantee of your VoIP service to ensure the system does 

everything promised?  

Our Answer: Yes, we provide all of our clients a 30-day money back guarantee on the VoIP service.  

If the system doesn’t work exactly like it is supposed to, we will remove all of the equipment and 

refund you all of your money.   

Q7: Do they take the time to explain what they are doing and answer your questions in terms 

that you can understand (not geek speak), or do they come across arrogant and make you 

feel stupid for asking simple questions? 

Our Answer: Our technicians are trained to have the ‘heart of a teacher’ and will take time to 

answer your questions and explain everything in simple terms. 

Q8: Do they have adequate errors and omissions insurance as well as workers’ 

compensation insurance to protect YOU? 

Our Answer: Here’s something to consider: if THEY cause a problem with your network that causes 

you to be down for hours or days or to lose data, who’s responsible? Here’s another question to 

consider: if one of their technicians gets hurt at your office, who’s paying? In this litigious society 

we live in, you better make darn sure that whomever you hire is adequately insured with both 

errors and omissions insurance AND workers’ compensation – and don’t be shy about asking to see 

their latest insurance policies!  

Q9: Is it standard procedure for them to provide you with written network documentation 

detailing what equipment you own, your critical passwords, user information, hardware 

inventory, etc., or are they the only person with the “keys to the kingdom?” 

Our Answer: All clients receive this in written and electronic form at no additional cost. We make 

sure certain key people from your organization have this information and know how to use it, 

giving you complete control over your network.  



Side Note: You should NEVER allow an IT person to have that much control over you and your 

company. If you get the sneaking suspicion that your current IT person is keeping this under their 

control as a means of job security, get rid of them (and we can help to make sure you don’t suffer 

ANY ill effects). This is downright unethical and dangerous to your organization, so don’t tolerate it! 

Q10: Do they have other technicians on staff who are familiar with your network in case your 

regular technician goes on vacation or gets sick? 

Our Answer: Yes; and since we keep detailed network documentation (a blueprint of your 

computer network) and updates on every client’s account, any of our technicians can pick up where 

another left off.  

Q11: Is their help-desk US-based or outsourced to an overseas company or third party? 

Our Answer: We provide our own in-house help desk and make sure the folks helping you are 

friendly and helpful. We consider this one of the most important aspects of customer service, plus 

we feel it’s an important step in keeping your data secure. 

Q12: Do their technicians maintain current vendor certifications and participate in on-going 

training – or are they learning on your dime? 

Our Answer: Our technicians are required to keep the most up-to-date vendor certifications in all 

the software we support. Plus, our hiring process is so stringent that 96% of the technicians who 

apply don’t make it through. (Guess who’s hiring them?) 

Q13: When something goes wrong with your Internet service, phone systems, printers or 

other IT services, do they own the problem or do they say “that’s not our problem to fix”? 

Our Answer: We feel WE should own the problem for our clients so they don’t have to try and 

resolve any of these issues on their own – that’s just plain old good service and something many 

computer guys won’t or can’t do. 



A Final Word… 

     I hope you have found this guide helpful in shedding some light on Voice over IP. As I stated in 

the opening of this report, my purpose in providing this information was to help you make an 

informed decision and avoid getting burned by the many incompetent firms offering these services. 

     Below you will find information on how to request a FREE VoIP Readiness Assessment. 

This is, of course, provided for free with no obligations and no expectations on our part. I 

want to be clear that this is NOT a bait and switch offer or a trick to get you to buy something. My 

reputation for running an honest and trustworthy business is something I hold very dear. I would 

never jeopardize that in any way. So why are we offering something like this for free?  

Two reasons: 

1. We are simply offering this service as a risk-free “get to know us” offer to people we haven’t 
had the pleasure of doing business with. Again, our goal is to allow you to make an informed 
and confident decision; offering this service is one way we can help you better evaluate our 
services.  
 

2. This will allow us to determine if we even CAN help you. Obviously we can’t help everyone 
and VoIP telephones might not be a good fit for your particular circumstances.  Conducting 
this Assessment enables us to perform a small service to you and give you a risk-free way of 
determining whether or not we’re the right company for you without risking your money. 

 

We are looking forward to your call! 

Fred Reck 

President, InnoTek Computer Consulting, Inc. 

570-245-0033 

fredr@consultinnotek.com 

www.consultinnotek.com 

mailto:fredr@consultinnotek.com
http://www.consultinnotek.com/


FREE VoIP Readiness Assessment 

     As a prospective customer, we would like to offer you a FREE VoIP Readiness Assessment and 

cost analysis.  This Assessment has three parts: 

1. Cost Analysis and Inventory: Our first step is to look at what your current telephone 

system consists of in terms of number of telephones, number of telephone lines, your PBX, 

and how your incoming calls are currently handled. Next, we review your current telephone 

bill and use this to compile a VoIP cost assessment to reveal what your total cost will be 

moving forward if you do choose to switch to our Voice over IP telephone systems.   Why do 

we do this? Because our goal is to find ways we can significantly lower those costs while 

simplifying and improving your workflow. 

 

2. Health Check: We will perform a six (6) point infrastructure audit of your entire network 

to look for potential network problems, Internet speed and stability, and other hidden 

problems that you might not know about.  

 

3. VoIP Readiness: After we’ve looked at the above areas, we then look at how you and your 

employees work and handle your business telephone calls, and to determine if there are 

ways to improve your business workflows by utilizing VoIP telephone features.  

     When complete, we’ll give you a VoIP Action Plan that shows you how we can save you money 

and improve your business telephone workflows. Even if you decide not to hire us, having a third 

party conduct this type of assessment will give you some good information on saving money and 

the additional telephone features that are available. 

How To Request Your 

FREE VoIP Readiness Assessment: 

There are several ways you can request your FREE VoIP Readiness Assessment, including: 

 

Call the InnoTek office and speak to one of our representatives: 570-245-0033 

Visit our website: www.consultinnotek.com/VoIPassessment and fill out a request 

Email me personally: fredr@consultinnotek.com 

We look forward to speaking with you and helping you save money and increase the features on 

your telephone system! 

Thank you- 

Fred Reck 

President, InnoTek Computer Consulting, Inc. 

570-245-0033 

http://www.consultinnotek.com/VoIPassessment
mailto:fredr@consultinnotek.com


About The Author 

Fred Reck is a technology consultant in Central Pennsylvania.  Combining his strong background in 

sales, management, finance and mathematics, he has successfully built multiple businesses and 

advised well over 500 businesses on thousands of technology and systems integration issues.  

Pulling from his technology beginnings working for IBM in their systems integration and training 

division, Fred and his team is able to implement technology improvements within an organization 

with minimal business disruption.   

Fred is known for advising clients on improving business efficiency, effectiveness and profitability.  

By putting a solid technology infrastructure and processes in place, Fred helps businesses improve 

their business processes while reducing the risk of business downtime and gaining the ability to 

quickly recover when disaster does strike.   

Several nation-wide technology industry groups, which focus on setting the standard for 

operational, marketing and quality control issues in the IT consulting field, have benefitted from 

Fred’s leadership.  He has repeatedly been recognized with international management and 

marketing awards, as well as local business awards for his consulting firm, InnoTek Computer 

Consulting, Inc. in Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania.  Fred is the author of two books: “What Every Business 

Owner Must Know About Choosing an Honest, Competent, Responsive Computer Guy,” and the #1 

Amazon best seller: “The Tech Multiplier, How the Worlds Smartest Businesses Leverage Technology 

to Increase Profits.”  

 

 

Fred’s Personal Guarantee: 

 

“My Client’s satisfaction is a top priority in all of the products and services that we offer.  That is why we 

offer a 100% Money Back Guarantee:  If, for any reason, you are not happy with your new VoIP System 

(or any other products we offer,) just let us know within 30 days.  We will remove the equipment, 

re-install your old system, and refund 100% of the money you paid.  Your complete satisfaction is our 

goal!” 

 

-Fred Reck, President, InnoTek Computer Consulting, Inc. 


